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The authors examine a simplified model of unsteady thermal ignition of a gas by a 
friction spark (or a hot body) in order to find the ignition time. 

The time to ignite a gas with a friction spark [i] is calculated from the moment the 
spark enters the gas until the flame appears. It is found by solving a system of equations of 
heat conduction, diffusion and chemical kinetics. 

Depending on the temperature ratio of the igniting body and of gas combustion, three 
regimes are observed: i) for Ts~2-'-<~ induction; 2)for Ts~ ,T  c intermediate; 3) for T s ~ T  c 
ignition regime [2]. In case 1 we can neglect combustion of the components, and in case 2 the 
profiles of concentration and temperature are similar. Therefore, the system reduces to a 
single heat-conduction equation. 

To analytically determine the  time to ignite a gas with a heated body for Ts~2<Te  , we 
use the method of Zeldovich [3], approximate solution of the unsteady heat-conduction problem 

O0 _ 1 0 g2 O0 +expO/(l+~O), 
o~ ~ ~ at (1) 

o~L, ~ ) :  o, o(~, o ) =  co, o(oo, ~)= oo, 

describing the temperature field in the lean hot component~of the gas mixture surrounding a 
spherical heated particle. Postulating that in a thin layer adjacent to the particle surface 
the gas temperature instantly acquires a steadyvalue, we write the heat-conduction equation 
for region (i) (~8<~<~s+6) at 

1 0 ~ 001 
~ dE ~ + exp01/(1 + ~O~) = 0 (2) 

with the boundary conditions 

Oox 
o, (L) = 0, -~-l~=~= 0, (3) 

the last of which is the ignition condition. 

Transforming the second term of Eq. (2) by the method of Frank-Kamenetskii [4], and 
taking into account: that the thickness of the chemical reaction zone is much less than the 
particle radius ( 6<<~s ), it is not difficult to show that Eq. (2) can be represented in the 
form 

0201 +exp@1=0 

Hence the heat flux from region (1) to the cold gas mixture is 

001 t a~ ~,+8-0= --V-2(1 --expOs) ,~, --  1,/-~ 

(4) 

(5) 

since exp 08 << 1. 
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For region (2)(~s+6<[<oo) we neglect the action of sources resulting from chemical 
reaction. In a time interval equal to the ignition time, we solve the equation 

with the conditions 

(6) 

o~([ ,+  a, .r)~.,o(~0, "0; O~(oo, .0 = Oo; o(~, o)=Oo. (7) 

The solution of the problem of Eqs. (6) and (7) as 6 § 0 has the form 

~ i exp (-- q*/4x) dq. o~(~, "0 = Oo - Oo ~ V----~ ~ 

The heat flux at the surface E = Es + ~ is: 

6~ ~=~+~+0 ~ + ~ " (8) 

Using the condition of equal heat flux at the boundary of the heating zone and the chemical 
reaction zone 

dO* I 002 I 
0.~ ~=~+8-o- 6~ ~=~+~+0 

and Eqs. (5) and (8),for the dimensionless ignition time we obtain 

1 / ~0o ~ 
~d= ] \ V ~ +  Oo (9) 

We shall express the dependenceof the ignition delay time on the radius of the heated parti- 
cle and the physical and chemical properties of the gas mixture in the dimensional form 

t d :  1 ( r : *  ) ~ , -  - - "  (10) 
~la r s - -  r ,  

where 

= 1/)~g (T~ -- To)2E expE/RT,  
r ,  V " 2R'T~ q'kopgCo " 

It is not difficult to show that in the intermediate regime (T s ~ T c) 

(ii) 

/ "% ( T ~  ~ To)SE~Ts exp E/RTs 
r ,  = 2 (RT~)~'qkopgToCo " 

(12) 

As we decrease theradius of the heated particle (r:->-r.) t d increases, tending to ~. For 
rs < r, the particle does not ignite the gas mixture. If we formally apply r s § =, then from 
Eq. (i0) we have the solution td=r=/~a, obtained in [3], which is found to agree satis- 
factorily with the results of [5]. 

NO TAT I ON 

6) = E (T--Ts)/RT$, dimensionless temperature; ~ =RTs/E , dimensionless parameter; ~ = r/Xa , 

dimensionless coordinate; xa= |: ~gRT~expE/RTs , characteristic dimension; z=t/tx , dimension- 
V EqkopgCo 

l~ss time; tx=x~/= , characteristic time; T, temperature; t, time; r, current radius; r s, 
particle radius; 6, dimensionless thickness of the chemical reaction zone; C, relative mass 
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concentration of the combusting component in the gas~ a, thermal diffusivity; ~, thermal 
conductivity; R, universal gas constant; E, activation energy; q, thermal effect of the 
reaction per unit mass of the combusting component; k0 , preexponent; P~ , gas density. Sub- 
scripts: r, combustion; s, particle surface; d, delay; 0~ initial conditions; g, gas; i, 2) 
reaction regions. 
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STABILITY OF THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF IRON~-COBALT ALLOY 

AT DIFEERENTANNEALING TEMPERA~JRES 

P. P. Galenko UDC 538.22:621.78 

The article presents the results of experimental investigations of the effect of the 
annealing temperature on the stability of the magnetic properties of the Fe-Co--2Mn 
alloy. 

When highly homogeneousmagneticfields are required, magnetic materials are used which 
have high saturation induction and whose magnetic properties in operation are very stable. 
Among these materials are the iron--cobalt alloys type Permendur which at present are widely 
used in various fields of instrument making. The alloys Fe-Co--2V, Fe--Co--2Mn with additives 
V and Mn are used for making magnetic lenses of electron microscopes, pole shoes for NMR high- 
resolution radiospectrometers, and other instruments in radio electronics and computer 
technology. A number of authors [i-15] investigated these alloys to study the effect of 
the conditions of plastic deformation, of thermomagnetic andother kinds of treatment on their 
magnetic properties and on the homogeneity of the structure. The source of inhomogeneity of 
the magnetic field, which limits the resolution of the instruments, is the course crystal 
structure of the material [5, 8]. A~fine-grained structure of iron--cobalt al&oys is attained 
by adding some alloying elements to them [8]. The structure can also be improved [3, 4, 12] by 
choosing the optimal regime of heat treatment. Investigations [3, 4, 14, 15] showed that it 
is possible to attain an axial texture when certain deformationprocedures are applied, and 
that textured pole shoes in NMR radio spectrometers can be used. 

The above-mentioned authors showed that byusing various kinds of treatment it is possi- 
ble to improve the magnetic properties of irorr-cobalt alloys. Further improvement of the 

resolution of instruments is not only attained by reducing the inhomogeneity of the field but 
also as a result of increasing the stability of the magnetic properties in time [6]. 

In connection with the wldespread practical application of these alloys the study of 
the stability of their magneticpropertiesin time with different kinds of mechanical, 
thermal, thermomagnetie~ treatment is of p~actical and scientificinterest. The articles [9, 
i0] report on investigations of the stability of the magnetic properties of specimens of 
Fe-Co--2V alloy for the rangeof annealing~temperatures encompassing allthe characteristic 
regions of the phase diagram [2, 7]. The data of [9] show that when the annealing temperature 
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